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The early stages



Markets were considered ineffective in constraining deficits …

“The constraints imposed by market forces might either be too slow and weak or 
too sudden and  disruptive” (Delors Committee, 1989, 24)

...  and the formal independence of the ECB was not considered sufficient in 
constraining political pressure

“… the central bankers who wrote the Delors Report knew that it was impossible 
to make the ECB totally immune from external pressures ” (Canzoneri and Diba, 2001, 71) 

An incremental development:

- 1992: Maastricht Treaty set deficit (3%) and debt (60%) limits for access to 
EMU

- 1997: SGP defined rules to accompany EMU on a permanent basis

The pillars of EMU: fiscal rules



Fiscal rules considered necessary to:

prevent moral hazard in fiscal policy (with interest rates fixed at area level) 

avoid externalities of deficits and debts

avoid pressures on ECB  for ex-ante & ex-post bail-out

Rules necessary also for contingent reasons:

obtain radical changes in policies

rapidly ensure credibility of EMU 

select EMU Member States 

multinational context (& mutual mistrust) limited available solutions. Only option: 
formal pre-defined numerical rule

Many tasks, many constraints



deficit ceiling + close-to-balance target 
budget balance fluctuates over the cycle, stabilisers can operate freely 

combine soundness and stabilisation (area cycles & asymmetric shocks)

debt helps in meeting ageing  process

Problems: 

initial transition to close to balance

policy in good times (no sticks, no carrots)

no implementation of debt rule

escape clause (GDP: -2%): too restrictive? (7 episodes from 1960)

same rule for high/low debt countries. Close-to-balance: too demanding for 
some countries? 

zero public debt (asymptotically): too little?  

SGP: not a bad rule, but ...



Inman criteria for successful implementation:

Criteria Strong rule EU rules 

Timing for review Ex post Ex post

Override by
majority rule Not allowed      Not allowed

Enforcement Independent Partisan
Access Open Closed
Penalties Large Large

Amendment process Difficult Difficult

No independent enforcer (no federal government). Can Council  really punish     
(big) sovereign countries?

… with  an enforcement problem: 
quis custodiet ipsos custodes?



2005: an endogenous crisis

“The Pact is confirmed as a strong instrument to foster budgetary discipline.”
(Ministries of Benelux, March 2005)

“This March, they came to bury the stability pact, not to praise it - and they did so 
with ruthless efficiency. European financial ministries … weakened it so 

fundamentally to render it practically worthless.”
(Financial Times, 22 March 2005)



2005: An extensive crisis

Budgetary outcomes: several countries over 3% (D, F, It, Pt, Gr). Debt ratios rising in 
countries with D/PIL>60%.  Dilemma: (i) fiscal tightening  in downturn or (ii) neglect 
rules loss of credibility. Governments go for (ii).

SGP procedures: not applied  to  D &  F.  Council blocked Commission’s initiative. 
Court of Justice cancelled Council’s decision. Implementation of rules seems to reflect 
contingent events/needs.  

Problems with statistical framework: deficit of some countries significantly revised ex 
post (Pt, Gr, It); extensive use of temporary measures (e.g. asset sales, tax amnesties, 
pension liabilities transactions)  that reduce the current deficit but increase future ones 

loss of credibility of rules (short-sighted, subject to accounting tricks, little 
economic foundations). 

Academic and policy debate: widespread view that there are more intelligent rules. 
SGP said to harm public investment, structural reforms, stabilisation.



Searching for alternative solutions

1) coordination of national policies

a) a federal budget/policy, b) tight coordination of national budgets 

would solve many problems, but not politically viable

2) reform national institutions 

a) national budgetary procedures (von Hagen), b) Fiscal Policy Committee
(Wyplosz, Calmfors)

useful at the national level, not feasible at the EU level (sovereignty problems, 
need country-tailored solutions, difficult to monitor, need time for testing) 

3) alternative numerical rules

a) golden rule (Blanchard-Giavazzi), b) expenditure rules (Daban et al.), 
c) permanent balance rule (Buiter), d) debt sustainability pact (Pisani)

each tackles some problems, none tackles all. Practical issues. If problem is 
lack of flexibility, no numerical rule can foresee all contingencies: need discretion



March 2005 Council decision: governance & preventive arm

Governance:

call for closer co-operation between Member States, Commission and Council 

call for developing national budgetary rules, ensuring the continuity of targets and 
more closely involving national parliaments 

call for reliable macroeconomic forecasts (must explain differences vis-à-vis EC) 
and budgetary statistics. Sanctions for non complying countries

many calls and commitments …. but the reform does not deliver concrete results

Preventive arm:

medium-term objectives: differentiated (from -1% to little surplus); cyclically adjusted 
terms and net of temporary measures

implicit liabilities: to be considered in the future 

adjustment path to MTO: 0.5% of GDP per year; more in good times, less in bad times

consider major reforms with direct long-term savings when defining adjustment path 

may strengthen economic rationale of  SGP. But still no incentives to achieve MTOs



March 2005 Council decision: corrective arm

Exceptional circumstances: instead of -2%, negative growth or accumulated loss of output 
relative to potential. Excess over 3% remains temporary and close

“Other relevant factors” to evaluate ED: potential growth, cycle, Lisbon agenda, R&D, 
efforts in “good times”, debt sustainability, public investment, quality of public 
finances, international solidarity, European goals 

Pension reforms (funded pillar): to be considered when assessing whether ED has been 
corrected, period of five years

Emphasis on debt & sustainability: but debt reduction definition remains qualitative

Deadlines for correction of ED: two  years in case of special circumstances. Deadline revised 
in case of unexpected events

more flexibility & attention to economic conditions of countries come at the price of 
more complexity and more discretion, loosening of EDP criteria and deadlines 

the reform did not attack the core problems of the old Pact: lack of an independent 
enforcer, lack of incentives/constraints for good times, lack of federal  budget



The current crisis: old and new lessons



An empty or an half-full glass?

“… despite the Pact, Member States failed to build adequate buffers in good times”
(EC Communication, 12 May 2010, p. 4)

that’s true, but budget balances in 2007 were in general not very bad. The euro area 
deficit (- 0.6%) was the second lowest of the last 40 years

- Greece: - 3.7%
- France: - 2.7%
- Portugal: - 2.6%
- Malta: - 2.2%
- Italy: - 1.5%
- Ireland: +0.3%  (debt: 25%)
- Spain: +1.9%  (debt: 36%)

on the other hand, the area debt ratio (66%) was just below the peak of 1996 (74%) and 
debt levels were very high in some countries (Italy: 103.5%)

results are mixed. There is clearly a need to strengthen the SGP.  But weaknesses in the 
SGP are not the only culprit for the tensions on sovereign debt



No new major lessons about EU rules. The SGP is here to stay

the crisis has confirmed that the reasons underlying the introduction of EMU fiscal 
rules are still there: externalities of deficits & debts, pressure for bail out, moral hazard 

it has also confirmed that: “fiscal virtue cannot be left to national decisions in a system in 
which centralised monetary policy is combined with decentralised budgetary authority”
(M. Feldstein, March 2005) 

we need EU rules we must strengthen them.  The discussion is again about 
(incremental) reforms of existing rules: (a) no alternative rule has emerged as 
clearly superior, (b) a radical reform would be politically unfeasible (even non 
radical ones requiring changes in EU Treaty are problematic)

But the two major problems are still here:

there are no incentives/sanctions for compliance in good times. How to ensure safety 
margins? How to tackle the electoral cycle & reduce debt ratios?

no independent enforcer. Can the Council really punish sovereign countries?

Moreover, fiscal transparency can still be a problem in some countries (“statistical 
misreporting”, EC, 12 May 2010, p. 4). But wasn’t it one of the core aspects of the 2005 reform?
As well as better national fiscal rules and more coordination  …



Missing aspects

The crisis has highlighted some additional problems:

- standard fiscal indicators are not sufficient (“the [Irish] fiscal position was 
fundamentally fragile, despite appealing headline numbers”, Lane, 2010, 14)

- a tighter fiscal policy can sometimes help but is not a panacea for macro 
imbalances (“fiscal tightening [in Spain] … would have helped very little in 
attenuating the build-up of the economy external imbalance … permanent 
tightening … would have even increased this imbalance”, Gavilan et al, 2010, p. 28).

fiscal imbalances are not the only critical factors, fiscal tools are not sufficient

But we must be aware that: 

good national fiscal frameworks are very much needed (EU developments)

financial market discipline can still have a role



The reforms under discussion
“Miscommunication has accompanied Europe’s monetary union since the start. 

The economic crisis, however, has brought forth a Babel of voices.” (O. Issing, FT, 2-
12-2010)



Strengthening the SGP (1): several changes 

The Van Rompuy Task Force (VRTF) have proposed a wide range of reforms:

- “the debt criterion as defined in the SGP should be made operational”

- Preventive arm: “Sanctions [interest bearing deposit] would be triggered if a MS, even 
with a deficit below 3%, deviates significantly from the adjustment path foreseen in the 
SGP and does not correct the deviation”

- Corrective arm: “When a MS ... is placed in EDP, the interest-bearing deposit is 
transformed into a non-interest-bearing deposit.”

- Voting procedure: reverse majority rule (EC recommendations adopted unless a 
qualified majority of MSs in the Council votes against)

The indications of the VRTF are less strong than those advocated by EC on Sept. 29th:

- benchmark for assessing the path of the debt reduction is not specified

- sanctions would require a Council decision

- the EC also suggests a limit to public spending growth (no faster than GDP)

And what about the heavy weapons (use of EU funds in corrective arm & reduction of 
voting rights)?



Strengthening the SGP (2): some problems still open

Many of the changes envisaged (such as the interest bearing deposits, the European 
semester and also making the debt rule operational) will help in improving fiscal 
behaviour in good times. Will it be sufficient?  

The effectiveness of the proposals in addressing the problems posed by the lack of an 
independent enforcer is less clear-cut: rules that are more automatic and a 
strengthened role for the Commission will certainly help. Still we will not have a 
European federal government enforcing the rules

There is a risk that, when the crisis is eventually over, governments will gradually 
resume their previous behaviour. One should nor forget that France and Germany 
contributed to weakening SGP-Mark 1 and to shaping the somewhat weaker SGP-
Mark 2

The debt rule can be problematic because “the business cycles usually extend over 
more than three years. This seemingly small mistake is bound to undermine the debt 
criterion because culprits will have an easy time explaining that they did their best but 
...” (Wyplosz, 2010)



Macro imbalances (1): a new procedure

EC & VRTF recommend deeper macro-economic surveillance & new procedure: 

“annual assessment of the risk of macroeconomic imbalances and vulnerabilities ... including 
an alert mechanism based on a scoreboard covering a limited number of indicators and 
economic analysis.”

“In case of particularly serious imbalances, the Council should decide to place the MS in an 
‘excessive imbalances position’”

“the enforcement mechanism should ultimately lead to sanctions in case of repeated non-
compliance with the Council recommendations.”

Fine. But that’s easier said than done:

“Since the mid-nineties, Spain seems to be enjoying a virtuous economic cycle. Domestic 
demand, fuelled by private consumption and investment in construction, has been at the 
origin of the intensive job creation … in a context of healthy public finances and low or 
even negative interest rates. However, … widening external deficits might jeopardise 
medium-term growth prospects. … high household indebtedness … has increased the 
vulnerability of a large share of the population to a rise in interest rates.  In this context, 
the prudent fiscal policies implemented by Spain have been appropriate.”
(EC assessment, Spain SP, 2006)



Macro imbalances (2): three difficulties

How to detect macro imbalances? Very difficult to adjust fiscal balances for economic 
overheating, asset price cycles, migration booms, etc. (e.g. Baltic countries, see EC, 2010). 
Moreover, imbalances are easier to identify after a burst than during a boom. 

Identifying appropriate policies to address structural problems (such as external 
imbalances or unbalanced growth) is not straightforward.

How to put pressure on a country? “Would Zapatero ... have really imposed bubble-
busting real-estate taxes after receiving a high-level delegation from Brussels or 
Frankfurt? Of course not.” (W. Münchau, FT, 25-11-2010). If all seems to go well, it may be 
difficult to ask for/impose changes in policies.  One mistake and the game is over



Macro imbalances (3): open issues

This is probably the main challenge at the EU level: it implies interfering with economic 
policy at the national level in a very broad sense. In the end, it implies an extensive EU 
evaluation of national policy-making. This may change the role of the Commission

This is probably an area in which independent national agencies can have a role 

Should monitoring extend to “good” countries? e.g. countries in surplus position

Giavazzi & Spaventa (2010) say these proposals are “too ambitious and ineffective”. 
“imbalances which matter …. are either due to fiscal profligacy … or … asset bubbles 
or … an unchecked credit expansion - as in Ireland and Spain.” In the latter case need 
supranational body to “supervise credit development in individual countries and, if 
necessary, to set limitations to lending practices”



The EU decided to use fiscal rules rather than market constraints because the latter 
were considered ineffective and slow in imposing fiscal discipline

“… the true sanction - the denial of further lending - comes too late and too abruptly. 
There is a quantum jump between rising rates of interest and the inability to borrow.”
(CEPR, 1991, 34)

In the end, we did not use market forces to complement the rules but we could not 
avoid them to operate pretty wildly

“Before the crisis, market pressures were virtually non-existent” (van Rit et al, ECB, 
2010, p. 66). The Greek spread was 28 bps in 2007
now it is over 900 bps! (Afonso et al, Damette et al, Juessen et al)

The VPTF points to the need to establish a crisis resolution framework capable of 
addressing financial distress and avoiding contagion, but it does not explain what role 
can be played by financial market discipline 

The role of markets (1): too little, too much 



The Eurogroup on 28 Nov. agreed on the need to set up a permanent crisis 
mechanism (European Stability Mechanism) to provide financial assistance under 
strict conditionality

“Rules will be adapted to provide for a case by case participation of private sector 
creditors, fully consistent with IMF policies.”

“In the unexpected event that a country would appear to be insolvent, the MS has to 
negotiate a comprehensive restructuring plan with its private sector creditors, in line 
with IMF practices with a view to restoring debt sustainability.”

“… any private sector involvement based on these terms and conditions would not be 
effective before mid-2013”.

The Finance Ministers of France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK stated (12-11-
2010) that “…the potential for private sector involvement…could include a range of 
different possibilities, such as voluntary commitment of institutional investors to 
maintain exposures, a commitment of private lenders to roll-over existing debt or the 
inclusion of collective action clauses in future bond emissions of euro area member 
States…”. 

The role of markets (2): a last-minute decision  



in a context where fiscal responsibilities remain inevitably decentralised, procedures 
for debt-restructuring and a crisis management framework (stating the conditions 
under which countries will not be bailed out) are a necessary complement to fiscal 
rules (Gianviti, Krueger, Pisani, Sapir, von Hagen, 2010)

we need “gradual” market pressure

defaults are “Unnecessary, Undesirable, and Unlikely” (Cottarelli et al, 2010), but one 
should be ready for the possibility that they take place and convey to the market the 
message that they are a possibility, albeit remote. 

it is very important that the future mechanism envisages a strong conditionality, in 
order to tackle moral hazard, which could lead to loose fiscal policies

but it would have been better to introduce these mechanism in good times, now there 
is a risk that the discussion exacerbates market tensions. The last-minute procedure 
did not help

The role of markets (3): useful, but with some risks  



EU rules need effective national rules

“The Council agrees that national budgetary rules should be supportive of the Member 
States’ commitments under the SGP. … National institutions should play a more 
prominent role in budgetary surveillance to strengthen national ownership, enhance 
enforcement through national public opinion and complement the economic and policy 
analysis at EU level.”

“Improving the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact”, European Council - March 2005 

The European Commission proposes minimum requirements for the design of 
national fiscal frameworks 

But one should be aware that this may not be simple: it is not only a matter a 
passing a law, there is a need for effective budgetary procedures (involving – inter 
alia – ministries, parliament, subnational governments), transparency standards, 
monitoring, ex post accounting, etc.   Solutions should be country-tailored



What national rules?

Germany’s 2009 Reform sets a benchmark: cyclically adjusted deficit limit + control 
account. Aims at making fiscal policy symmetric over the cycle, medium-term oriented, 
SGP consistent.  Possible problems with cyclical adjustment and revenue fluctuations, 
no IFC

Expenditure rules can play an important role. They seem to work relatively well in 
some EU countries (Guichard et al. 2007).  They are essential if control of tax to GDP 
ratio is crucial (eg Italy). They can complement  budget balance rules (as in Sweden & 
Switzerland). Good to have more emphasis in EU rules

Internal Stability Pacts can help in decentralised countries

Independent institutions can help.  They can assess fiscal risks, provide macroeconomic 
forecasts, advise about fiscal policy, inform the public, increase transparency, etc. 
(Calmfors, 2010)



The next steps



Delpla-von Weizsäcker (Bruegel): EU countries should pool up to 60% of GDP of their 
national debt (Blue Bonds); additional debt would be issued as national and junior 
debt, with sound procedures for an orderly default (Red debt)

Junker-Tremonti: a new European Debt Agency would issue bonds up to 40% of area
GDP (and of each country).  It could also offer a switch between E-bonds and existing 
national bond (with a discount)

benefits: lower rates for many countries (deep and liquid market); it would increase 
market pressure on the other bonds

critical aspects: 

- countries paying now low interest rates may not agree. “A common eurozone bond would 
certainly imply that countries like France and Germany would have to pay higher interest 
rates, and that would in the end mean higher tax burdens for their citizens.” (O. Issing, 
Europeworld, 2009)

- it can blur fiscal  responsibilities (moral hazard). “The “medicine” of a common eurozone 
bond would not cure the problems of its weakest members, but would instead prolong their
reliance on budget deficits while encouraging them to hope for the de facto “bail-out” that is
waiting just around the corner.” (O. Issing, 2009).

The debate on the euro bonds



“The commission’s suggested solution is to appoint itself as fire warden, firefighter and 
prosecutor”. But “depoliticising sanctions to make them credible risks delegitimising
them. The commission would be less of an impartial referee and more of an active 
player in domestic politics.” (The Economist, 4-10-2010)

“The proposal in effect puts the Commission in an impossible situation. Either it 
imposes a sanction, and the political reaction could be disastrous, or it shies away, and 
the pact is undermined, once again.” (Wyplosz, 2010)

Expenditure control is very much relevant to achieve the targets & many countries 
should restrain public spending. But do we need a EU rule for public expenditure 
growth at the national level? USA, Canada and Australia don’t have it for 
states/provinces 

Too many tools? Broadening the issues under monitoring may make it less effective

Should consider moving more explicitly towards federal solutions?

Policy-making in Europe



the coming years will be years of fiscal consolidation. Several EU countries have to 
improve the budget balance by 3 to 5 pp of GDP only to stabilize the debt & have to 
meet ageing related spending pressures (Cottarelli-Schaechter, 2010)

the reform of the EU framework is obviously important, but rules are mostly 
about normal times (the next good times).  The transition phase will be crucial

confidence in the euro will crucially depend on consolidation policies: whether 
governments actually reduce deficit & debt ratios (Blanchard-Cottarelli, 2010)

growth will obviously be very important

But “in the aftermath of the crisis, the path of future output is likely to be permanently 
below where we thought it would be …” (Cecchetti et al, BIS, 2010, p. 16).  Moreover, 
simultaneous consolidation and interest rates will not help

need reforms to increase potential output etc. (de Mello & Padoan, 2010)

but also need to inform the public about risks and options

The coming years  


